Characterization of Neuraminidase-Resistant Mutants Derived from Rotavirus Porcine Strain OSU
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Infection by some rotavirus strains requires the presence of sialic acid on the cell surface, its infectivity being reduced in cells treated with neuraminidase. A neuraminidase treatment-resistant mutant was isolated from the porcine rotavirus strain OSU. In reassortant strains, the neuraminidase-resistant phenotype segregated with the gene coding for VP4. The mutant retained its capacity to bind to sialic acid. The VP4 sequence of the mutant differed from that of the parental OSU strain in an Asp-to-Asn substitution at position 100. Neutralization escape mutants selected from an OSU neuraminidase-sensitive clone by monoclonal antibodies that failed to recognize the neuraminidase-resistant mutant strain carried the same mutation at position 100 and were also neuraminidase resistant. Neuraminidase sensitivity was restored when the mutation at position 100 was compensated for by a second mutation (Gln to Arg) at position 125. Molecular mechanics simulations suggest that the neuraminidase-resistant phenotype associated with mutation of OSU residue 100 from Asp to Asn reflects the conformational changes of the sialic acid cleft that accompany sialic acid binding.

Rotaviruses are the leading cause of severe infantile gastroenteritis in the world, infecting practically every child by the fifth year of age (22). These viruses can cause severe dehydration, leading to significant morbidity and mortality. Furthermore, rotaviruses are also a major pathogen in animals of veterinary importance (13).

The rotavirus virion is composed of three concentric layers of proteins and 11 segments of double-stranded RNA (13). The outer layer is composed of two proteins, VP4 and VP7. VP4 forms multimeric spikes that project from the surface of the virus (7, 32, 34). VP7 is a structural glycoprotein, the major constituent of the outer protein layer. VP4 is the viral attachment protein (6, 28). In the presence of trypsin, VP4 is cleaved into two polypeptides, VP8* and VP5*; this cleavage is not necessary for cell binding (23) but is associated with an increase in infectivity and entry (5, 11, 12). VP8*, the N-terminal fragment, is responsible for the hemagglutination activity of the rotavirus (14, 16), while the C-terminal portion, VP5*, has been associated with membrane permeabilization (8, 19, 33) and recognition of cellular receptors (36). Both VP4 and VP7 induce neutralizing and protective antibodies (22).

Rotaviruses bind to the surface of cells in culture by at least two distinct mechanisms: some rotaviruses of animal origin require the presence of sialic acid residues for efficient binding and infectivity, whereas infection by most animal and almost all human rotavirus strains is independent of sialic acid (2, 11, 28). The infectivity of the former type of strains may be reduced up to 95% by treatment of cells with neuraminidase, while the infectivity of the latter strains is unaffected. Dependence on sialic acid has not been linked to cell or tissue tropism, suggesting that other receptors are involved: binding to sialic acid probably increases the efficiency of the entry process by facilitating virus interaction with another cellular ligand(s) (27).

Sialic acid-independent and neuraminidase-resistant mutants have been derived from the sialic acid-dependent and neuraminidase-sensitive simian strains RRV and SA11, respectively, indicating that binding to sialic acid is not an essential step for rotavirus infection (2, 31, 29). While the infectivity of the variants is no longer dependent on the presence of sialic acid on the cell surface, generally they retain the capacity to bind to sialic acid and to be recognized by monoclonal antibodies directed to the parental strain (2, 29, 30). The mutations responsible for the altered phenotype have been located in VP8* (2, 28, 30). The rotavirus VP8* is a compactly folded globular domain featuring two β-sheets. The sialic acid binding domain lies on a shallow groove located above the cleft between the two β-sheets (10).

The isolation of neuraminidase-resistant mutants has helped in the understanding of the early events of rotavirus infection and in the identification of VP4 residues that play a role in these events. In this study, we report the isolation of neuraminidase-resistant mutants derived from the porcine rotavirus strain OSU. We have identified a new VP8* amino acid position responsible for the neuraminidase-resistant phenotype. The importance of this position was confirmed by isolating escape mutant strains that carry the same mutation and are also neuraminidase resistant. Molecular mechanics modeling suggests that small conformational changes in VP8* may be responsible for the altered phenotype.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cells and viruses. MA-104 cells were grown in minimal essential medium (MEM) supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum. Virus stocks of the OSU strain...
of porcine rotavirus, the RF strain of bovine rotavirus, and the H-2 strain of equine rotavirus were all propagated in MA-104 cells in the presence of trypsin (1 µg/ml) as previously described (20). Before infection, viruses were treated with trypsin (10 µg/ml) for 30 min at 37°C.

Neuraminidase-resistant mutants. To select neuraminidase-resistant mutants, confluent monolayers of MA-104 cells grown in 96-well plates were treated with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) solution containing 50 mM of neuraminidase from Vibrio cholerae for 90 min at 37°C. Previous experiments had shown that neuraminidase treatment of MA-104 cells under these conditions reduced the infectivity of the RF and OSU strains of rotavirus by more than 90%. After neuraminidase treatment, cells were washed once with PBS and incubated with OSU virus at a multiplicity of infection of approximately 10. After 90 min incubation at 37°C, the inoculum was removed; cells were washed once with PBS-1 mM EGTA and replenished with 100 µL/well of maintenance MEM. Infected cells were incubated at 37°C under a CO2 atmosphere until full cytopathic effect was evident. Proliferous viruses were recovered, treated with 10 µg/ml trypsin for 30 min at 37°C, and used to inoculate neuraminidase-treated MA-104 cells again. After three rounds of selection, progeny viruses were plaque purified twice and tested for neuraminidase resistance in infectivity assays. The OSU origin of the mutants was confirmed by electropherotype analysis. Mutants were designated OSUm followed by the number of the clone.

Infectivity assays. Confluent monolayers of MA-104 cells grown on 96-well plates were treated with 50 µL of a solution containing 50 mM of neuraminidase from Vibrio cholerae for 90 min at 37°C or, as a control, PBS. After neuraminidase treatment, cells were washed with PBS and inoculated with 10-fold serial dilutions of the virus. The RF bovine and H-2 equine rotavirus, known to be neuraminidase sensitive and resistant, respectively (4), were included in the assay. After controls, the next day, the cells were fixed with methanol and stained for focus-forming units (FFU) according to a standard protocol (1). Infectivity in neuraminidase-treated cells was expressed as a percentage of the infectivity obtained in control cells treated with PBS.

Reassortants. Reassortants of the parental strain RF × OSU-derived neuraminidase-resistant mutants were generated by coinfection of MA-104 cells. To select against the parental strains, the progeny reassortants were incubated for 4 h at 37°C with neutralizing monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) directed to RF VP4 and to OSU VP7. The neutralization mix was inoculated onto MA-104 cells grown on 96-well plates, and infection was allowed to proceed until cytopathic effect was observed. The selection with the MAbs was repeated three times. Finally, the progeny reassortants were plaque purified after an additional round of incubation with the neutralizing MAbs. The parental origin of each gene was determined by electrophoresis in polyacrylamide gels and by neutralization assays using selected MAbs (25). The neuraminidase-sensitive or -resistant phenotype of the reassortant strains was tested in infectivity assays as described above.

Nucleotide sequencing. The entire gene 4 of the neuraminidase-resistant mutants and the VP8* coding region of the neutralization escape mutants (see below) were sequenced. RNA was extracted using Trizol LS (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, California) following the manufacturer’s instructions. The VP8* coding region was amplified by reverse transcription-PCR from in vitro-produced transcriptions (20) using the negative-sense primer 794 (5'-TATATGGCTTTCTCTCC 3'), nucleotide positions 794 to 811 from porcine OSU strain and positive-sense primer D10 (5'-GGCTATAAATGGCTTCG 3'), complementary to the conserved first 20 nucleotides of gene 4. The gene 4 portion encoding VP8* was amplified by reverse transcription-PCR directly from genomic RNA using the negative-sense primers 2366 (5'-TCCACAACCTCTAGACACTTACCA 3'), nucleotide positions 2366 to 2390), 2044 (5'-CCAGCTTTCAATATCCTATCTCA 3'), nucleotide positions 2044 to 2063), and 1611 (5'-TTCTATATCCGTCGTCATCTTT 3'), nucleotide positions 1611 to 1635) and the positive-sense primers 1575 (5'-TTGGTACCATCTGTTTTGTCATTGCTTTT 3'), nucleotide positions 1575 to 1601) and 1601 (5'-TGCGGATATCCACATC 3'), nucleotide positions 1601 to 1100). Primers 2366 and 1611 were used in combination with primer 1575.

For automated sequencing, purified DNA fragments were analyzed directly by the cycle-sequencing dye terminator method (Big Dye terminator cycle sequencing ready reaction kit, Perkin-Elmer Applied Biosystems, Foster City, California) using an ABI-377 automatic DNA sequencer (Perkin-Elmer Applied Biosystems). Amplicons were sequenced in both directions. Nucleic acid sequences were analyzed and edited using the software DNAman, version 3.2 (Lynnon BioSoft, Quebec, Canada). In addition, sequences were compared with strains deposited in GenBank using the BLAST program (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov).

Characterization of the mutants. The capacity of the mutant viruses to agglutinate human type O red blood cells was tested as described by Lizano et al. (26). In addition, the capacity of the mutants to bind to sialic acid was measured in infectivity assays in the presence of glycodeixin A. Single dilutions of viruses containing 100 to 200 FFU were incubated for 1 h at 4°C with increasing concentrations (from 6.25 µg/ml up to 200 µg/ml) of glycodeixin A (Sigma Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO) prepared in MEM. MA-104 cells grown in 96-well plates were inoculated with 100 µl/well of the virus-glycodeixin mixture and incubated for 1 h at 4°C. After incubation, cells were washed once with PBS-1 mM EGTA and replenished with 100 µl/well of maintenance MEM. The next day cells were fixed and stained by FFU as described above. Infectivity was expressed as a percentage of the infectivity obtained with viruses not treated with glycodeixin A.

The reactivity of the neuraminidase-resistant mutants against a panel of selected MAbs directed to OSU VP8* was tested by immunohistochemistry and by a modified neutralization assay. For the immunohistochemistry assays, MA-104 cells grown on 96-well plates were infected with 100 to 200 FFU/well, and the next day cells were fixed and stained for fluorescent focus-forming units using selected anti VP8* MAbs as the primary antibody or an MAb directed to VP6 as a control. Reactivity was defined as the presence of fluorescent foci in the wells. For the neutralization assay, 50 µl of ascites fluid diluted 1:100 in MEM was mixed with 50 µl of undiluted virus stock. After incubation for 3 h at 37°C, the mixtures were serially diluted and inoculated onto MA-104 cells grown in 96-well plates. The next day the cells were fixed and stained for FFU. Neutralization was defined as a reduction of the initial infectivity by at least 66%.

Neutralization escape mutants. Neutralization-resistant mutants were selected by neutralizing MAbs directed to OSU VP8* (25). Mutants were selected by incubating the parental virus for 4 h at 37°C in the presence of a 1:100 final dilution of the sialic fluid of the respective MAb before inoculation onto MA-104 cells. The grown virus was reexposed to the antibody under the same conditions nine times prior to the inoculation into six-well plates for plaque production. Selected clones were plaque purified twice before further analysis. Reactivity between the neutralizing MAbs and the mutants was tested by immunofluorescence in infected MA-104 cells using fluorescence focus assays. Each mutant is designed by the name of the parental strain followed by the name of the neutralizing MAb. The neutralization escape mutants were tested for neuraminidase resistance in infectivity assays and for their capacity to bind sialic acid using glycodeixin A. Their OSU origin was confirmed by electropherotype analysis.

Molecular mechanics calculations. All calculations were performed with the Insight II and Discover set of programs (Accelrys, San Diego, California) using the AMBER interatomic force field (Accelrys). The summation cutoff distance employed was 9.5 Å (24). At the start of a run, a minimization was first done in order to relax any initial strain left from the construction of the molecules (300 steps, each of 10 picoseconds). To better explore the molecular conformational space, two types of calculations were used. First, dynamical runs were performed in the NAMD program at 289 K for 10,000 steps and then another one for 100,000 steps at 310 K. In order to explore other possible configurations of lower energy, a simulated annealing procedure (24) was applied to the molecules in vacuum. The starting point was the conformation obtained at 300 K. A production run of 100,000 steps was set at 1,200 K and 15 snapshots equally spaced in time were taken. These molecular conformations were cooled down to 310 K in steps of 300 K and subjected to a minimization process until the derivative was <0.001 kcal/mol atom. Again, the lowest-energy conformation was used.

RESULTS
Isolation of OSU-derived neuraminidase-resistant mutants. After serial passages of the porcine OSU strain in neuraminidase-treated MA-104 cells, five clones were finally recovered, amplified, and tested for sialic acid dependence. Figure 1 shows that the infectivity titers of four of these strains, named OSU1m, OSU5m, OSU12m, and OSU14m, were reduced between 95% and 75% by treatment with neuraminidase. However, the infectivity of strain OSU10m was reduced only 25% in relation to that obtained in control untreated cells, indicating that strain OSU10m was no longer neuraminidase sensitive. Electropherotype analysis of the five derived strains and the OSU parental strain showed identical patterns (data not shown). Thus, strain OSU10m was considered an OSU-derived neuraminidase-resistant mutant. Strain OSU1m, which showed
the highest sensitivity to neuraminidase treatment, was used in subsequent experiments as a control.

In order to map the gene segment encoding resistance to neuraminidase treatment in OSum10, a series of reassortants between the neuraminidase-sensitive strain RF and strain OSum10 were derived. The parental origin of each segment in the reassortants was determined by electrophoresis and neutralization assays (data not shown). Two reassortants, named OSum10/11xRF and OSum10/17xRF, which derived genes 2, 3, 4, and 10 from strain OSum10 and genes 5, 7, 8, and 9 from strain RF were obtained. The origins of genes 1, 6, and 11 could not be determined. As shown in Fig. 2, the infectivity of both reassortant strains was neuraminidase resistant, confirming that differences in neuraminidase sensitivity between strains cosegregate with gene segment 4, not gene 9 (4, 29). Genes segments 2 and 3 encode inner core structural proteins (VP2 and VP3), and gene 10 encodes a nonstructural protein (NSP4), and they are unlikely to be responsible for the mutant phenotype.

Effect of glycophorin A on the infectivity of strains OSum1 and OSum10. In order to test if strain OSum10 was still able to bind sialic acid, infectivity assays were performed in the presence of increasing concentrations of glycophorin A. Figure 3 shows that the infectivity of strain OSum10 is as susceptible to glycophorin A as the infectivity of the neuraminidase-sensitive strains OSum1 and RF. Incubation of strains OSum10, OSum1, and RF with glycophorin A at a concentration of 50 μg/ml reduced their infectivity by more than 60%, while the infectivity of the neuraminidase-resistant strain H-2 was unaffected, even at the highest concentration used (200 μg/ml). In addition, strain OSum10 was still capable of hemagglutinating human type O red blood cells (data not shown).

Reactivity of strains OSum1 and OSum10 with a panel of neutralizing monoclonal antibodies directed to OSU VP8* and generation of neutralization escape mutants. To evaluate possible changes in antigenicity associated with the mutated pheno
totype, the reactivity of strains OSum10, OSum1, OSum5, OSum12, and OSum14 plus the parental OSum strain was evaluated against a panel of 14 neutralizing monoclonal antibodies directed to OSU VP8* (25), using a fluorescence focus assay. The reactivity of strains OSum1, OSum5, OSum12, and OSum14 against the panel of MAbs used was identical to the reactivity shown by the parental OSum strain, that is to say, they were recognized by all the MAbs tested. In contrast, strain OSum10 showed total loss of reactivity with three MAbs (4B2,
TABLE 1. Reactivity of neutralizing monoclonal antibodies directed against OSU VP4 region VP8* with neutralization escape mutants derived from strain OSUm1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Virus strain</th>
<th>Reactivity with monoclonal antibody:</th>
<th>Neuraminidase sensitive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5G7</td>
<td>3G5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSUm1</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSUm1/3E7</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSUm1/4B2</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSUm1/3G5</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSUm1/3G7</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSUm1/2D5</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSUm10</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a Reactivity determined by immunofluorescence focus assays, +, reactive; −, nonreactive; +/−, reduced reactivity.

*b Neuraminidase sensitivity determined in MA-104 cells treated with neuraminidase from Vibrio cholerae.

To gain further information on the nature of the mutation that changed the phenotype of strain OSUm10, neutralization escape mutants of strain OSUm1 were generated using three MAbs that showed loss or partial loss of reactivity with strain OSUm10 (4B2, 3E7, and 2D5) plus two additional MAbs (5G7 and 3G5) also directed to OSU VP8* and still capable of recognizing OSUm10. Electrophoretic analysis showed that all escape mutants had an electropherotype identical to that of the parental strain OSUm1. The results of the reactivity between the MAbs and one clone representative of each group of neutralization escape mutants are shown in Table 1. Mutants were clearly divided into three nonoverlapping groups of reactivity. One group included the mutants that were resistant to MAbs 4B2 and 3E7, the second group included mutants resistant to MAbs 5G7 and 3G5, and the third group included mutants resistant to MAb 2D5.

The infectivity in neuraminidase-treated cells of neutralization escape mutants representative of each group in shown in Fig. 4. Mutants from the first group, selected with MAbs 4B2 and 3E7, showed a reduction in infectivity of approximately 30% in neuraminidase-treated cells, indicating that these mutants were not neuraminidase sensitive, while the rest of the mutants were still neuraminidase sensitive. The infectivity of both neuraminidase-resistant mutants was reduced by more than 80% by incubating the viruses with 50 μg/ml of glycoprophor A but not with asialo-glycoporphin, indicating that the mutants were still capable of binding to sialic acid (data not shown).

Nucleotide sequence of gene 4 of strains OSUm1 and OSUm10. To identify the mutations responsible for the change in phenotype observed for strain OSUm10, the entire coding region of gene 4 of strains OSUm1 and OSUm10 was sequenced. A comparison of the nucleotide sequence of strain OSUm10 with parental strain OSU showed a single nucleotide change (Gly to Ala) at position 300, which resulted in change of an Asp to Asn at position 100 of the deduced amino acid sequence of strain OSUm10. Strain OSUm1 showed a single amino acid change (Gln to His) at position 137 in relation to parental strain OSU (Table 2). Thus, strains OSUm1 and OSUm10 differed at positions 100 and 137.

3E7, and 1C11), and decreased reactivity with three other MAbs (2D5, 2B6, and 2C9) (data not shown).

To establish the molecular basis of the epitope recognized by the neutralizing MAbs used, the VP8* sequences of one antigenic mutant selected with each MAb were determined. A single amino acid substitution compared to the parental strain OSUm1 was identified in each case, with the exception of the mutant selected with MAb 2D5, which possessed two amino acid changes (Table 2). Mutants obtained with MAbs 3E7 and 4B2, which became neuraminidase resistant, showed an amino acid substitution (Asp to Asn) at position 100, while mutants obtained with MAbs 3G5 and 5G7, which remained neuraminidase sensitive, showed a change (Gln to Arg) at position 125. Interestingly, the mutant obtained with MAbs 2D5, which is neuraminidase sensitive, showed mutations at both positions 100 and 125. All escape mutants showed the change at position 137 (Gln to His) present in parental strain OSUm1.

![FIG. 4. Infectivity of parental strain (OSUm1), neutralization escape mutants OSUm1/4B2, and OSUm1/3E7, and control strains (RF and H-2) in MA-104 cells treated with neuraminidase. Virus infectivity is expressed as a percentage of the FFU per milliliter in cells treated only with PBS. Results represent the mean of three experiments with standard deviations indicated.](image)

**Amino acid sequences of VP8* of the neutralization escape mutants.** To establish the molecular basis of the epitope recognized by the neutralizing MAbs used, the VP8* sequences of one antigenic mutant selected with each MAb were determined. A single amino acid substitution compared to the parental strain OSUm1 was identified in each case, with the exception of the mutant selected with MAb 2D5, which possessed two amino acid changes (Table 2). Mutants obtained with MAbs 3E7 and 4B2, which became neuraminidase resistant, showed an amino acid substitution (Asp to Asn) at position 100, while mutants obtained with MAbs 3G5 and 5G7, which remained neuraminidase sensitive, showed a change (Gln to Arg) at position 125. Interestingly, the mutant obtained with MAbs 2D5, which is neuraminidase sensitive, showed mutations at both positions 100 and 125. All escape mutants showed the change at position 137 (Gln to His) present in parental strain OSUm1.

**TABLE 2. Mutations found in the neuraminidase-resistant mutants and neutralization escape mutants**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Virus strain</th>
<th>Residue at position:</th>
<th>Neuraminidase sensitive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSUGBb</td>
<td>Asp</td>
<td>Gln</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSU 2245b</td>
<td>Asp</td>
<td>Gln</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSUm1</td>
<td>Asp</td>
<td>Gln</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSUm10</td>
<td>Asn</td>
<td>Gln</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSUm1/3E7</td>
<td>Asn</td>
<td>Gln</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSUm1/4B2</td>
<td>Asn</td>
<td>Gln</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSUm1/3G5</td>
<td>Asp</td>
<td>Arg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSUm1/5G7</td>
<td>Asp</td>
<td>Arg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSUm1/2D5</td>
<td>Asn</td>
<td>Arg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a OSU VP4 sequence deposited in GenBank (X13190).

*b VP4 sequence of OSU grown in our laboratory.

*c Boldface type indicates changes in amino acids from those of OSUGB.
Molecular mechanics calculations. To gain information on the mechanisms associated with the change in phenotype of the neuraminidase-resistant mutants, molecular mechanics calculations of a series of VP8* molecules were performed. A crystal structure of the RRV VP8* core in complex with sialic acid shows that a hydrogen bond between OD1 of the Asp 100 side chain and the backbone amide of Thr 192 spans the sialic acid binding cleft (10). Comparison of the nuclear magnetic resonance structures of the RRV VP8* core in the absence of sialic acid with the crystal structure of the complex suggests a slight narrowing of the cleft upon binding to sialic acid (10). A new crystal structure of the RRV VP8* core without sialic acid confirms that the cleft narrows upon sialic acid binding and indicates that the hydrogen bond between the Asp 100 side chain and the Thr 192 main chain is absent in the unbound state (Monnier and Dormitzer, personal communication).

Because an Asp-to-Asn mutation at position 100 of VP8* produces a neuraminidase-resistant phenotype in strain OSU, we hypothesize that Asn at position 100 of OSUm10 might form a cleft-narrowing hydrogen bond to the Thr 192 backbone amide even in the absence of sialic acid, whereas Asp100 only forms this bond upon sialic acid binding. To test this hypothesis, all the amino acid changes (46 total) between strains rhesus and OSU were changed on the atomic structure of the rhesus rotavirus VP8* core domain (Protein Data Bank number 1KQR). The amino acid residues directly involved in sialic acid binding are well conserved between the rhesus and OSU strains. Mutations were replaced in the OSU model and the molecules were subjected to dynamic minimization and simulated annealing to obtain the most stable conformations.

The minimal measured distances between side chain hydrogen atoms of residue 100 and the backbone amide of residue Thr 192 for the different molecules analyzed are shown in Table 3. Calculations for the OSU and OSUm10 strains showed distances of 5.2 and 3.5 Å, respectively (Table 3). The distance obtained for OSUm10 suggests a narrowing of the cleft in the mutant strain and is compatible with the formation of one hydrogen bond between the nitrogen of the side chain amide of the residue 100 and the oxygen of the side chain hydroxyl of the residue 192 (Fig. 5). The distances observed with the remaining strains were in each case compatible with the observed phenotype. The distance obtained with strain OSUm1 (7.1 Å) is wider than the distance obtained for the parental strain OSU. Similarly, the distance obtained for the neutralization escape mutant OSUm1/4B2 was 3.3 Å, compatible with the formation of one hydrogen bond. On the other hand, the neuraminidase-sensitive double mutant OSUm1/2D5 showed a distance in the minimal energy conformation of 4.1 Å, incompatible with an hydrogen bond, suggesting that the second mutation at position 125 results in a reopening of the end of the cleft. The measured distance for mutant OSUm1/3G5, with a single Gln-to-Arg mutation at position 125, was 10.9 Å.

In addition to the distance, the orientation of the H-N bond with regard to the acceptor oxygen atom is also a key factor for the formation of hydrogen bonds. These orientations were determined for strains OSU10 and OSUm1/4B2 and found to be close to the ideal values for hydrogen bond formation (data not shown).

DISCUSSION

Several animal rotavirus strains require the presence of sialic acid on the cell surface to infect cells in vitro and in vivo (2, 17, 18).
28), and their infectivity is reduced when cells are treated with neuraminidase. This requirement segregates with VP4 and correlates with the VP4 genotype, not the species of origin (4, 28). To investigate further the interactions between VP4 and sialic acid residues on the cell surface, we generated neuraminidase-resistant mutants of porcine strain OSU. Our results suggest that, despite retaining the capacity to bind to sialic acid, the mutant viruses do not require this binding for infectivity, possibly indicating that they bind directly to a second receptor that mediates infectivity. Presumably, conformational changes in the VP8* region of the viral attachment protein VP4 allow the mutant viruses to bypass the very early, neuraminidase-dependent steps of infection. The characterization of the OSU mutants confirms and extends the results obtained previously with neuraminidase-resistant mutants obtained from simian strains RRV and SA11 and adds support to the notion that sequential multiple binding steps take place during rotavirus entry (27).

In this work, we identified position 100 in the VP8* region of the VP4 as responsible for the change in phenotype of the porcine OSU strain from neuraminidase sensitive to resistant. An Asp-to-Asn mutation at this position was the only difference detected between the neuraminidase-resistant strain OSUm10 and the parental strain OSU. The Gln-to-His mutation at position 137 in the OSUm1 strain did not alter neuraminidase sensitivity. These findings were corroborated independently by the observation that neutralization escape mutants carrying the same change at position 100 became neuraminidase resistant. However, additional changes in VP8* may be required to fully mimic the changes induced by actual sialic acid binding, since, at variance with the neuraminidase-resistant strain derived from simian rotaviruses (2, 29, 30), none of the OSU-derived neuraminidase-resistant strains selected showed 100% infectivity in cells treated with neuraminidase.

Residue Asp100 is conserved in most neuraminidase-sensitive strains with the exception of strain RF (4), which, despite carrying an Asn at this position, is still neuraminidase sensitive. Furthermore, the same mutation reported in this work, Asp100Asn, in the RRV strain did not result in a neuraminidase-resistant phenotype (29). Taken together, these results suggest that the role played by position 100 in resistance to neuraminidase treatment depends on the virus strain and is probably influenced by other regions of the molecule, as directly evidenced by the compensatory effect on this phenotype of mutation at position 125.

The exact amino acids involved in sialic acid binding by OSU have not been determined. However, the amino acid residues of RRV that bind sialic acid are highly conserved in other neuraminidase-sensitive animal strains (10, 18, 21). Positions Arg101, Tyr188, Tyr189, and Ser190 are conserved in the OSU strain, and position 155 shows a conservative change (Tyr to His). Thus, it is reasonable to assume that these positions are also involved in binding to the sialic acid molecule in OSU. Interestingly, none of the positions reported so far to be associated with changes in phenotype, that is, mutations Gly150Glu and Lys187Arg in RRV; Gin180Arg, Asn183Asp, and Tyr194Cys in SA11; and Asp100Asn in OSU (2, 29, 31; this work), are located in the precise positions reported to be involved directly in sialic acid binding, but rather are adjacent to them. This is in line with the notion that the changes in phenotype are due to small conformational changes in VP8* that do not directly affect the sialic acid binding site. In agreement, most of the neuraminidase-resistant mutants isolated so far retain their capacity to bind sialic acid. The observation that preincubation of the virus with glycoporin A blocks infectivity suggest that the sialic acid of the glycoporin A is bound by the virion with high affinity, resulting in an esteric inhibition of the viral interaction with other molecules of the cell surface.

Molecular mechanics data suggest that the Asp-to-Asn change in the OSUm10 mutant results in small conformational changes that will allow the formation of a hydrogen bond between position Asn100 and position Thr192, even in the absence of sialic acid, presumably locking the mutant in a “bound” conformation. Thus, the mutation may allow the virus to obviate the conformational change induced by the binding to sialic acid required to recognize the second receptor. How such a slight and localized change in an exposed area of VP8* could translate into the capacity of the virus to recognize its second receptor is not known.

Zhou et al. (37) noted that MAbs selecting mutations at VP8* RRV residues E180 and N183 are capable of destabilizing the outer capsid of the virion, indicating that local alterations in VP8* can induce alterations in the whole virus structure. An escape mutant generated by MAb 2D5 carrying mutations at positions 100 and 125 retained the original neuraminidase-sensitive phenotype, showing that the Asp-to-Asn mutation at position 100 can be compensated for by a Gin-to-Arg mutation at position 125. The Gin-to-Arg mutation is a nonconservative change that will reintroduce a hydrophilic residue lost by the Asp-to-Asn change. However, the location of residue 125 in an extended β-ribbon (strand βF) on top of the VP8* core and away from position 100, argues against this explanation. A simple restoration of the original conformation of the protein seems unlikely, since the double mutant did not regain reactivity with MAb 4B2 or 3E7.

Early events in rotavirus infections are complex (27). Presumably, the initial step of neuraminidase-sensitive rotaviruses infection is attachment to sialic acid moieties sensitive to hydrolysis by neuraminidases present on the cell surface. Next, the virus will attach to the secondary receptor(s) that will finally lead to penetration. The broad specificity and low affinity of the interaction between sialic acid and rotavirus VP8* are consistent with this notion (9). While human and most animal rotavirus strains do not show sensitivity to neuraminidase treatment of the cell surface to infect cells in vitro (4), this observation does not rule out that these strains may bind to a different type of sugar, to modified sugars, or to sugars presented in a different context in vivo.

The enterocyte, the main viral cell target for rotavirus, is covered by the glyocalyx and a thick mucus layer which covers the intestinal mucosa (15). Both of these layers are rich in sialic acid and other carbohydrates. Thus, binding to sialic acid or to any other sugar may allow the virus to remain longer on the cell surface, increasing the chances for the virus to encounter its secondary receptor. In addition, binding to sialic acid may prevent the virus from being washed off by the peristaltic movements of the intestine (35). The significance of the dichotomy between neuraminidase-sensitive and -resistant strains for in vivo infection and enteropathogenicity of rotaviruses remains an open question.
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